Challenges and Frontiers in Combustion

Abstract: Combustion, the science of chemically reacting flows, lies at the heart of many natural phenomena and technological processes, from forest fires to the fires within rocket engines. In particular, being the source of over 80% of the world’s energy needs and a major agent in environmental degradation, the need to understand and control combustion, in conjunction with the development of alternative fuels and new concepts of engine processes, are crucial to the solution of energy sustainability and climate change. The seminar consists of two parts. The first part overviews the coupled issues of energy and the environment, and discusses the role of combustion in moderating the escalating crisis. It then considers the options for next-generation fuels, particularly those for aero-propulsion. The second part overviews the frontiers of combustion: from combustion under extreme conditions and dimensions to its integration into the new sciences of bio, nano, info, and materials. The disciplinary expansion of combustion from chemically reacting flows to reacting flows in general is emphasized.
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